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The meeting was opened at 15.00 on 9 November 2015 with Ms Elly Schlein, 1st Vice-
chair of the European Union - Albania Stabilisation and Association Parliamentary
Committee (EU-Albania SAPC) chairing the meeting. The Vice-chair welcomed members
from the Albanian delegation and distinguished guests.

Ms Schlein highlighted the European Union's continued advocacy towards enlargement and
accession. She stressed that the accession negotiations largely depended on the speed of
reform on the Albanian side. Ms Schlein further underlined that reform of judiciary remained
a key challenge. The reform must ensure independence, impartiality, transparency, efficiency
and accountability of judiciary in order to guarantee the Rule of Law. Co-chair Mr Taulant
Balla emphasized Albania's commitment to complete the reforms. Mr Balla affirmed the
importance of the candidate status for Albania. He expressed his optimism that the opening of
Albanian accession talks could proceed on the basis of the fulfilment of the five key
priorities. The Berlin process has given new impetus for EU integration in the Western
Balkans.

1. Adoption of the draft agenda.
The meeting commenced with the opposition party in the Albanian Parliament complaining
that they had not received the text draft recommendations. Ms Macovei, Chair of the EP
delegation, consulted the EP secretariat, who confirmed that the draft agenda and
recommendations were well sent to the Albanian Parliament secretariat, which is in charge of
distributing it to the Members of the Albanian delegation. Some debate ensued regarding the
point on the amendments to the Rules of Procedure.

2. Adoption of minutes from previous meeting.
The minutes of the 7th meeting of the EU-Albania SAPC, which was held in Tirana
on 16-17 March 2015 were adopted without changes.



3. State of play of EU-Albanian relations; exchange of views between
representatives of the Albanian Government and the European Commission.

Co-chairwoman Macovei gave the floor to Mrs Klajda Gjosha, Minister of European
Integration, speaking on behalf of the Albanian Government.  Mrs Gjosha emphasized the
Albanian Government's commitment to undertake the reforms needed to pass to the next
phase of opening negotiations. Mrs Gjoshaj identified significant reforms which have been
made in recent years concerning education, territorial, administrational, energy, the informal
economy and reforms combating rising poverty levels. Examples of reforms involving the
five key priority areas were presented. Mrs Ghosha highlighted that candidate status
remained important for Albania, but that speed of accession negotiations should be
accelerated.

Ms Catherine Wendt, Acting Director, Western Balkans, DG NEAR, on behalf of the
European Commission, welcomed the progress made by Albania in implementing reforms in
a wide range of areas. Called for a comprehensive reform of the judiciary system and urged
for the adoption of the law of exclusion of criminal offenders from public offices in order to
ensure the de-criminalization of the parliament. Further strengthening of the business
environment and property rights were also considered imperative.

Mr Eduard Auer, Head of the Western Balkans Division, on behalf of the European
External Action Service acknowledged the progress made on the key five priorities.
Recognized the constructive role Albania has played in regards to the regional dimension.
Stated that the bilateral relations with Albania would be strengthened through the security of
information agreement, which was at the last stages of ratification. The EEAS remains
supportive of Albania's reform process.

Mr Bumci engaged in discussions regarding the legitimacy of the June 21st local elections.

4. Rule of Law, Good Governance and Justice Reform

Ms Elly Schlein recognized the challenges which the reforms on judicial system would
encounter and welcomed the progress made so far. She stressed the need for depoliticizing
the public administration. The Commission has to be used to strengthen the role of judicial
institutions in its preparatory phase. Ms Schlein called for better cooperation with police
forces and welcomed the constructive approach towards reforming the judiciary both from
the majority party and the opposition party in Albania. She also welcomed the establishment
of the ad-hoc committee for justice reform and emphasized the significant period of
cooperation involving national and international experts.

Mr Fatmir Xhafaj, agreed on the fundamental need for reform of the judiciary system in
Albania. Indicators suggest that public opinion in Albania considers the judicial system to be
deeply corrupt. He explained that to tackle this, a judicial reform parliamentary committee
has been set up in addition to expert groups.

Mr Eduard Halimi, acknowledged the widespread corruption in the justice system in Albania
and argued that the mechanisms to deal with corruption have failed. Reform of the justice
system remains vital. Mr Halimi emphasized that judges and prosecution needed to be
independent from the parliament. He also claimed that the package reforms implemented by
the government did not guarantee the status quo of legal personnel.



Ms Vasilika Hysi maintained that the justice reform package, which was presented to the
Venice commission was not prepared by the government, but by a committee of experts. She
underlined that the committee was headed by experts from the Euralius and the US State
Department.

Mr Genc Pollo stated that there was broad consensus on the need of the justice system reform
and called for an effective and accountable system. He underlined that constitutional
amendments required 94 votes in parliament to get the qualified majority. Mr Pollo
anticipated that the final recommendations from the Venice Commission were to be
published shortly and expressed hope for them to be objective.

Mr Taulant Balla briefly stated that judicial reform remained the key issue in Albania due to
the effects the judiciary had in protecting politicians. Stated that measures have been
implemented which has led to four judges being prosecuted and found guilty.

Mrs Majlinda Bregu shifted the focus towards the migration issue. Albania had been affected
as a transit country, but was also experiencing a rise of Albanian nationals seeking asylum
abroad. As Albania is considered a safe country, many of the Albanian asylum seekers will
likely be returned. Mrs Bregu was looking for clarifications for strategies to deal with asylum
seekers, particularly those returning.

Ms Silva Caka also stated that the justice system needed to be reformed. She emphasized that
the socialist movement for integration was concerned with the construction of a solid and
functioning justice system.

Mr Fatmir Mediu drew attention to the issue of property laws in Albania and maintained that
the issue had led to social conflict.

5. Fight against organized crime and corruption

Mr Sherefedin Shehu referred to the recent report which was published on fight against
corruption. Referred to number of projects aimed at dealing with corruption in Albania.

Mr Gert Bogdani highlighted that in 2015 the numbers of Albanian asylum seekers has
increased significantly. Criminal cases have also increased, predominantly in areas such as
drug trafficking. He claimed that organized crime was closely linked to the policing
activities.

Mr Taulant Balla agreed that fight against corruption remained high on the agenda and
maintained that the fight against organized crime had improved.

Mr Genc Pollo stated that flight against organized crime was a serious topic and crime and
corruption were closely linked to politics.



Tuesday 10 November

5. Fight against organized crime and corruption
(Continuation of debate from 9 November)

Mr Sherefedin Shehu touched base on the government's declaration on public debt. Claimed
that the capital received by institutions such as the IMF were spent without the organization
of any public bids. Highlighted that such practices caused severe democratic deficits and
unsuitable investment conditions in Albania.

Mrs Sylvia Costa clarified that the culture and education committee was involved in taking
up the idea intercultural- and inter-religion dialogue. Ms Costa highlighted the number of
educational and cultural European programmes which Albania participated in, including
Erasmus. Expressed desire for further cultural cooperation between the EU and Albania in
order to promote growth, and to develop common values regarding future institutional and
political values.

Mr Knut Fleckenstein, the AFET rapporteur on Albania, pointed out that the political climate
was still challenging, but had become more constructive over recent times. He referred to
Commission's Progress reports on the Enlargement countries. Mr Fleckenstein stressed that
judicial reform remained the most important reform in the coming years, due to the
recommendations coming from the Venice commission. He explained that the Progress
Report scrutinised the local elections and acknowledged the progress made in organizing
them, but also noted that there were some setbacks as well.

Other participants in the debate: Mr Fatmir Mediu, Ms Elly Schlein, Mr Anastasis Angjeli
and Ms Majlinda Bregu.

6. Consideration of Amendments to the Rules of Procedure of the EP-Albania SAPC

Ms Monica Macovei presented her proposal to amend the EU-Albania SAPC Rules of
Procedure in order to introduce more clarity in the voting procedures and ensure smoother
running of the meeting. Mr Aldo Bumci raised concerns regarding whether the Rules of
procedures could be adopted without full participation of the EP delegation. Mrs Macovei
explained that according to the Rules, no quorum was foreseen, therefore four MEPs was
considered a sufficient number on the EP delegation side.

The EP delegation voted: 4 MEPs in favour, 0 against, 0 abstained.
The Albanian delegation: 7 in favour, 2 abstained, 5 MPs didn't vote.
The amendments to the rules of procedure were adopted by the SAPC.

The amendments to the Rules of Procedure the proposal will be have to be submitted to the
Bureau of the European Parliament and to the competent body of the Parliament of Albania.



7. Adoption of recommendations

Mr Balla emphasized that the Socialist party did not suggest any amendments o the text
proposed by the EP as it believed that the suggested text was fair and balanced. He only
suggested that a sentence might be added regarding property issue. Following the debate on
how to proceed finally Mr Balla appealed to the MP's to keep the text which was initially
proposed by the EP.

Vote on the amendments: the EP delegation was unanimous all amendments (3 MEPs
present during the vote on AM 1-6, all rejected by the EP), 4 MEPs present for the AMs 7-10
(7&8 adopted, 9 and 10 rejected).

In the Albanian delegation all the AMs, except for 7 and 8, were voted with 7 votes in favour
and 7 against (o necessary majority reached).

Vote on the final text proposed by the Co-Chairs with compromise AM 7 and AM 8: EP – in
favour (4-0-0), Albanian delegation - no requested majority reached (7 in favour, 7 against).

The draft recommendations were not adopted.
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